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A stopcock consists of 2 parts: a PTFE plug that sits inside the glass barrel. 
A PTFE washer, rubber O-ring  and nut thread onto the plug to secure it inside the barrel.

The stopcock size is designated by a single number, which is the diameter (in milimeters) of the hole (or holes) going 
through the plug, 

PTFE  stopcock barrels have a smooth clear finigh and do not require grease.

d = Stopcock plug bore (milimeters)
    = Stopcock Size

Typical PTFE Stopcock  Sizes:  2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
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PTFE  stopcocks have a 1:5 taper.  2 milimeters of plug diameter for every 10mm of its length
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     stopcock, t - Bore With
    solid ground glass plug
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A ground glass stopcock consists of 2 parts: a glass plug that sits inside the barrel. The 2 parts are ground to achieve mating.
surfaces.  A metal retaining clip or rubber washer on the bottom of the plug holds it fast in the barrel.

The stopcock size is designated by a single number, which is the diameter (in milimeters) of the hole (or holes) going 
through the plug.  

d = Stopcock plug bore (in mm)
    = Stopcock Size
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Ground glass surfaces require grease to prevent sticking.  Use a grease such as Apiezon brand.

Typical Ground Glass Stopcock Sizes: 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
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Ground glass stopcocks have a 1:10 taper.  1 milimeter of plug diameter for every 10mm of length.
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     stopcock, double oblique
With solid ground glass plug
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A ground glass stopcock consists of 2 parts: a glass plug that sits inside the barrel. The 2 parts are ground to achieve mating surfaces.  A metal retaining clip
 or rubber washer on the bottom of the plug holds it fast in the barrel.

The stopcock size is designated by a single number, which is the diameter (in milimeters) of the hole (or holes) going through the plug.  

d = Stopcock plug bore (in mm)
    = Stopcock Size

d

Ground glass surfaces require grease to prevent sticking.  Use a grease such as Apiezon.

Typical Ground Glass Stopcock  Sizes:  2 mm,  v4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm

Ground glass stopcocks have a 1:10 taper.  1 milimeters of plug diameter for every 10mm of .ts length.

Ground glass stopcocks are manufactured in accordance to ASTM standard E675-02. 
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Double oblique stopcock operation
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   stopcock, straight Bore
With solid PTFE / Teflon plug
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A stopcock consists of 2 parts: a PTFE plug that sits inside the glass barrel. 
A PTFE washer, rubber O-ring  and nut thread onto the plug to secure it inside the barrel.

The stopcock size is designated by a single number, which is the diameter (in milimeters) of the hole (or holes) going 
through the plug, 

PTFE  stopcock barrels have a smooth clear finigh and do not require grease.

d = Stopcock plug bore (milimeters)
    = Stopcock Size

Typical PTFE Stopcock  Sizes:  2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
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PTFE stopcocks are manufactured in accordance to ASTM standard E911-98.
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PTFE  stopcocks have a 1:5 taper.  2 milimeters of plug diameter for every 10mm of its length
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     stopcock, straight Bore
With solid ground glass plug
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A ground glass stopcock consists of 2 parts: a glass plug that sits inside the barrel. The 2 parts are ground to achieve mating.
surfaces.  A metal retaining clip or rubber washer on the bottom of the plug holds it fast in the barrel.

The stopcock size is designated by a single number, which is the diameter (in milimeters) of the hole (or holes) going 
through the plug.  

d = Stopcock plug bore (in mm)
    = Stopcock Size
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Ground glass surfaces require grease to prevent sticking.  Use a grease such as Apiezon brand.

Typical Ground Glass Stopcock Sizes: 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm

Ground glass stopcocks are manufactured in accordance to ASTM standard E675-02. 
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Ground glass stopcocks have a 1:10 taper.  1 milimeter of plug diameter for every 10mm of length.
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Glass valve

valve  =  plug  +   Barrel      

Typical Valve types

180°90° Low hold-up

d = internal hole diameter
at constriction (in milimeters)

standard valve sizes:  
 0-4 mm
 0-8 mm
 0-12 mm

size is designated as  0 - *d*

How is the
valve sized?
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Notes:
o-rings need to be replaced.

O-rings on the tip are recommended for cryogenic applications where the o-ring is better
able to absorb Ptfe shrinkage in the plug stem. and still maintain a good  seal.
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Barrel thread types

coarse
(robust)

fine
(fine flow
metering)

internal
(robust)
*requires a 
different plug*



Ceramic ball
Ground glass seat

6mm
Outside Dia. 

Ground Glass Check valve

Check valves can be added to prevent the back-�ow of a liquid.

10mm
outside 
diameter
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